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About This Game

PowerBeatsVR is an intense rhythm-based VR fitness game, which is meant to be a fun and effective means of a virtual
workout with lots of boxing, smashing, and dodging.

Gameplay

This game emphasizes full-body movement, has a prime focus on boxing, and rewards you for putting more strength
into your hits on higher levels of difficulty. The gameplay is fast and powerful.

You will experience intense (some players would say crazy) and fun VR workouts on higher levels of difficulty. Or you can
choose the easier modes for just having fun while smashing rocks to the beat of a diverse and energetic soundtrack. In all cases,

you can try to get to the top of the worldwide leaderboards.

This game offers you:

Handmade Layouts: Every challenge is finely tuned to fit the underlying song.

Immersive Environments: Choose between several atmospheric environments, such as desert, outer space, and
medieval ages.

3 Difficulties: Start with the first difficulty and work your way up. Or directly jump to the Expert mode and handle an
insane amount of targets and obstacles.
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4 Unique Weapons: Fight with your bare fists, wield powerful hammers, grab some shields, or use a chargeable weapon
for massive destruction. It’s your choice, once unlocked.

Diverse Game Mechanics: Smash flying rocks, dodge spiky obstacles or solid walls, follow dynamic streams, and use
the unique feature of your weapon to beat your own high-score.

Global Leaderboards: Work your way up on the leaderboards and become number one.

This game doesn't have:

 Lightsabers

One more note from the developers

Feel free to contact us if you have feedback, questions, or issues with the game. We’ll do our best to get back to you and provide
support if needed. Also, let us know if you enjoyed the game because that would make our day!

Mixed Reality Support:

The game fully supports LIV and the regular SteamVR quadrant view for Mixed Reality.

Arcades

PowerBeatsVR is available via the Steam Arcade program and via SpringboardVR.
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Title: PowerBeatsVR
Genre: Action, Indie, Sports, Early Access
Developer:
Five Mind Creations UG (haftungsbeschraenkt)
Publisher:
Five Mind Creations UG (haftungsbeschraenkt)
Release Date: 18 Apr, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or later, 64bit

Processor: Intel Core i5-4590

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce GTX 970 or AMD Radeon R9 29

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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powerbeatsvr review. powerbeats vr steam. powerbeatsvr steam. powerbeats vr. powerbeats vr review

BEWARE: BELOW THIS WARNING IS...RANDOM MEMES AND UNIMPORTANT STUFF

I'm only reviewing this to mess with my friends and put something stupid on their home page.

The game is "ok, it could use some more characters or at least an endless game mode. Maybe difficulty settings would improve
it since it is very easy. Most people who play games like this want some sort of challenge from it... A how to play option for
people who have never tried something like this would be great as well.. Shadow Magic is an Age of Wonders II Expansion but
it's so large they made it a stand alone game, which is cool because the added races and story line really do add enough to the
game to call this a stand alone. Once you beat the Campaign, which IS challenging, but is also TOTALLY winnable, you'll be
ready for skirmishes. If you play the campaign all the way through a few times, you'll end up being able to beat it on max
difficulty. The last level is a bit of a grind, bc you're forced to build hundreds of cities in the shadow realm, SPOILERS!.
DOFUS ON STEAM
WUT. This is the best value you will get out of the game, hands down.

Highly recommend buying this as a new player. You may choose to play this game for free as it has a fantastic free-to-
play mode that won't take you long to acquire a decent deck, but nothing compares to this grand offer.

If you are new, I will help you understand what value this has.

1 Booster Pack = 150 LP (purchasable ingame currency) or 3000 IP (grindable ingame currency)
$1 = ~200 LP

1. You get 54 Booster packs total (faction specific packs = 300 LP). That means you get a total LP value of 11700 LP
(~$58).

2. You get 30 Rift Run Tokens (draft mode). Each Drafted Mode Run costs 75 LP or 1 Rift Run Token. 30 Tokens =
2250 LP (~$11)

3. You get Martyr Golem. This card is the most valuable card in the game and a Legendary. It has no fix value but
People often sell it for around $20. Alt Art is probably 1.5-2x as much (~$35)

4. You get Lots of cosmetics and 20x 24-hour 50% XP\/IP Boosters. Hard to value, so lets say it's free ontop.

5. You get 4680 LP ontop (~$23)
Let's do maths: $58 + $11 + $35 +$23 = $127 + Freebies!!!

Conclusion: You Pay ~$50 (~46\u20ac) and get value worth ~$127 + tons of Freebies.

Downside: You can only buy it once. :(. Now this says I have the "Swim Wear" in Comipo INSTALLED BUT I can not
find any of the files or the characters I created. The ONLY thing that was Saved was ONE character that was in the
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comic page itself. so when I tried to find out where he is located in the folders, he does not exist. I paid for this install
and now I'm not seeing any of it. I love the program BUT this is the second time this program has flaked out on me.
How do I reinstall without paying another $25?. Quite a fun game. The three creature setup is good. The Story mode
is a tad easy, but still quite fun.
Winning PVP matches feels very rewarding.
Check out my video review here:http://youtu.be/KkBbmDMx42I. PROS:
Theres no other weapon like this in the game. "It fires balls of energy that chases the enemy"

CONS:
Due to the weapon being low level, its only useful on Easy and Normal Difficulties.
Can be used on the firsts hard missions if you want, but it will get useless and mere cosmetic after that.. Brought
Form PAX Aus. So Gald that i did. Good Game. Highly recommend it.
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If your hard up for a Dungeon Masterish feeling you may like this.
Keep these things in mind before buying.

No resting. At least no way I have ever found. You need to just sit there and wait for health and mana to come back.

Clunky combat and not balanced at all. A bat or rat can very easily wipe the whole party.
And if you get more than one at a time or right after each other your screwed.. Great break out style game. This game is straight
up amazing. So simple, but really really fun. I definitely recommend playing this game. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QnQ01S8G1eY. 94/10 better than Half-Life 3 best Story in the whole world.

-IGN. This is rubbish. two simple quests and then nothing to do except cut down trees and fish ???????. Highly addicting and
adorable characters!. This song requires a capo.

Update:
Version 1.0.8 includes:

- gamepad axis/buttons mapping

Improvements implemented thanks to:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MNe6gPjbQ0g&t=311s. Squeakers Update:
Version 1.1.2 includes:

- loose blocks highlight
- new control scheme
- new snow block graphic
- new target pointer. Update:
Version 1.0.9 includes:

- new graphics and sound effects
- main menu background changed
- balanced level of difficulty. Update:
Version 1.1.0 includes:

- new blocks x3
- new cosmos section/level
- minor fixes
- balanced level of difficulty. Minor Update!:
An update includes:

- fps limiter
- leaderboards fix
- more fexible control configuration
- new soundtrack
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